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Letter from the President
Fifty Years Back

Society for
California
Archaeology

Mark Hylkema, President

W

hile

contemplating

an

approach

to

this

column—with the 50th anniversary of the SCA looming
large—I distractedly picked up a bound collection of articles from among
the many books and reports that fill my bookcases. As it turned out, the
selection could not have been more appropriate. The collection of articles
was from a newsletter series called Diggers Digest, a publication of the
Northwestern California Archaeological Society, with Volume 1, No. 2,
dated April 1962. I had found a time capsule!
The mailed newsletters are composed of folded 8½ × 14-inch cardstock paper and exhibit many grayscale pictures depicting elaborate
private artifact collections as well as individual artifacts mostly looted
from sites throughout central California. Diggers Digest was issued
six times a year, and the last edition in my collection is Vol. 6, No. 3,
1967. The newsletters are significant as they reflect a transitional time
for American archaeology—before the advent of the National Historic
Preservation Act, or consideration of Native American consultation and
values, or inclusion of any other descendant communities affected by a
relentless search for artifacts by antiquarians and salvage archaeological
projects. There is a strange interplay in the Digest between articles by
collectors showing off their finds mixed with other discussions of actual
archaeological excavations directed by people we still know and respect.
During the several years of its publication, one can witness a developing
contrast between the nascent world of conservation archaeology and the
unquenchable thirst for artifacts among collectors, coupled with a general
disconnection between linking the cultures of the past to people of today.
Ironically, the Diggers Digest actually harkens to the formation of
the Society for California Archaeology itself, as the ad hoc meeting center for the “club” transferred in 1966 from the benefices of the Petaluma
Kiwanis Club to Sonoma State College in Rohnert Park, and became a
college publication (Vol. 5, No. 4). Once relocated to Sonoma State, the
antiquarian membership of the Northwestern California Archaeological
Society increasingly encountered the concerns of academics, and although ideological divisions are clear in the tenor of the articles, both
sides continued to use the Digest as an outlet for dissemination of their
finds. But what’s particularly interesting in these writings is the temerity of the collectors as they published their concerns against new legislative actions that were then taking place to curtail the rampant damSCA Newsletter 49(3) – September 2015
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Letter from the President, cont.
age being done by these very same antiquarians. In
the articles, we can see the evolution and reactions of
hobbyists as they became challenged by what would
become cultural resource management. The articles
highlight a progression from mom and pop collectors
to an admonishment for better field methods nested
within a succession of protective environmental policies. These actions challenged the collectors’ sense
of entitlement to antiquities and finders-keepers treasure hunting. One member’s response to the National
Historic Preservation Act and a proposal for a State
Antiquities Act is cited below (Diggers Digest, Vol. 5,
No. 2, 1966):
I see in the Diggers Digest that you
are working for a state law ‘like the
Antiquities Act.’ I sincerely hope you
reconsider. A law against destruction,
digging, despoiling—yes. Another law
which further stigmatizes and criminalizes the conscientious collectors as the
wording of the Antiquities Act and other
laws of some states do—no! (I am speaking for the serious collector, not the make
and fake, buy and sell souvenir hunter.)
At its inception, the Diggers Digest was an outlet for amateur antiquarians and hobbyists who saw
themselves as being on a par with archaeologists. In
the early 1960s, hunting bottles and arrowheads was a
family recreational pastime. By today’s standards, we
wouldn’t hesitate to call this behavior pot hunting, looting, and desecration. But in the early 1960s, artifact
hunting was in league with metal detecting, antique
and stamp collecting, and rock hounding. Arrowhead
clubs armed with artifact price guides hosted potlucks
and passed food around in Tupperware containers
while members bartered with each other for objects,
or just showed off their cabinets and walls bedecked
with artifacts.
As I look at the old pictures in the Digest, I see
couples looking like June and Ward Cleaver posing in
SCA Newsletter 49(3) – September 2015

President Mark Hylkema. Photo by Bill Rhoades.

front of a bedroom or living room wall covered with
frames of shell bead necklaces, abalone pendants,
neatly arrayed arrowheads glued to boards, and, much
worse, human skulls with artifacts covering them
displayed on shelves. Competing hobbyists regularly
dug into the many mounded sites throughout central California, especially around the San Francisco
Bay and Delta and the San Joaquin Valley, and exhumed countless burials while accumulating massive
amounts of grave artifacts. Many of the pictures of the
Digest show fieldwork with burials in situ and aerial
exposures of excavations at some of the “classic” sites
of the day. I look at these disturbing images and find
them to be revealing of what society considered normal family fun; with mom, dad, and the kids trenching out human burials. When measured alongside the
scale of early salvage archaeology projects and the
massive exposures that were undertaken, my sensibilities and understanding of professional ethics become
equally challenged.
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Letter from the President, cont.
In the early 1960s, another phenomenon was
gaining momentum parallel to our emergence as “New
Archaeologists” and our concern for the development
of theoretical explanations and methodological applications. The social rights movements of the 1960s saw
the dismantling of Jim Crow laws of segregation, and
a new paradigm of social equality gained momentum,
along with public awareness of the environment and
appreciation for ecological systems. All of this was
emerging against the backdrop of the Cuban Missile
Crisis, the assassination of President John F. Kennedy,
and the start of the Vietnam War—a time when
America’s young men were forcefully conscripted
into the military against their will, many returning in
flag-draped boxes. While beatniks morphed into hippies, new kinds of rock-and-roll music emitted from
mass-produced, tiny transistor radios imported from
Japan. The Beach Boys blended with Moby Grape and
Motown.
Fifty years ago, Native American communities
and activists began responding to a long history of
social injustice (the continued forced sterilization of
Native women, Indian boarding schools, the Indian
Termination Act, the loss of lands and livelihood, etc.),
and a new effort to re-establish tribal sovereignty and
identity took root. It did not take long for archaeologists and Native Americans to come into conflict as
the history of racism and injustice became increasingly known, while at the same time the academic
pursuits of many researchers were still focused on
mortuary assemblages. These were seen as the source
for recovering large numbers of artifacts necessary for
establishing cultural taxonomies, along with the exhumation of the human remains that were assembled for
osteometric comparisons. These early pioneers of our
field were themselves challenged by a lack of funding, and were compelled to “salvage” information in
response to the regular destruction of significant archaeological sites that were rapidly disappearing in
the wake of urban expansion and infrastructural projects (dams, highways, waterways, etc.). However, at
SCA Newsletter 49(3) – September 2015

the time, they generally saw no need to integrate the
concerns of contemporary Native people into archaeological recovery efforts and theoretical propositions.
Similarly, African Americans, Chinese Americans,
Mexican Americans, and other descendant communities (Irish, Italian, Japanese, Russian, etc.) were not
then part of the archaeological process of excavation,
analysis report writing, and inclusion.
Fifty years later we have made much greater
progress in understanding our relationship and responsibilities to living people, but we are still subject
to the stigma and stereotype of our past legacy, and
our profession suffers from the image that antiquarian
and salvage archaeologists have left for us. It certainly
has entrenched Native American interactions with our
community, and our tarnished image often triggers an
automatic dislike of archaeologists. For our part, we
need to be aware of these lingering images and be vigilant to comport ourselves appropriately, and be tolerant of the expressed frustrations that are vented upon
us. We must work beyond a natural response to detach
from the aggravated parties (be they developers, managers, the public, or descendant communities), and instead make the extra effort to establish the necessity
for mutual respect from all parties involved, and proceed only after that position has been acknowledged.
It is fundamentally important that all parties come to
terms with the fact that archaeologists and descendant
communities are entangled and we need to cooperate
in the face of developmental actions that will nonetheless erase or alter the places that embody the material,
physical, and traditional remains of our human past.
We should know when a project has become divisive
or contrary to traditional values of descendant communities, and know when to decline participation in
such controversial undertakings. Similarly, descendant communities should also work to reach out to us
and seek our assistance and understanding when we
become conjoined during projects that will go forward
regardless. We have the skills to support each other’s
interests in the conservation of heritage places.
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Letter from the President, cont.
In closing, most of us know of many examples
where archaeologists have successfully worked together with descendant communities and tribal governments to our mutual benefit, and a lot of water has
passed under the bridge since Diggers Digest gave
way to the SCA Newsletter. Of course we will continue to evolve and adapt as professionals, but as long
as we are judged by our own antiquarian past and
maintain a professional separateness—an aloofness
perpetuated by our word choices, communications,

and writings (which alienate both the public and descendant communities)—we will find ourselves increasingly isolated and without support or relevance.
Celebrate Archaeology Month—reach out to the communities you work with, practice good conservation
principles, and try to write creatively for the public and
others who wish that we would. These are the challenges we face, and hopefully the outcome will be a positive
legacy worth reflecting on after the next 50 years
pass.

Digitizing the SCA Newsletter Archive
Peter Von der Porten, Managing Editor

I

nspired by the kickoff for the SCA’s

50th anniversary at the most recent Annual
Meeting, Executive Director Denise Wills and I have
taken up the dormant project of organizing and digitizing the SCA Newsletter archive all the way back to
Vol. 1, No. 1, printed in January 1967. We have been
scanning the originals to PDF format with the ultimate
goal of making every issue available for free download
from the SCA website. Volumes from 1992 forward
are already available on the website (http://scahome.
org/sca-publications/newsletter/past-newsletters/).
Looking through the first decades of Newsletters
has indeed been a very enlightening experience.
Written on a typewriter and reproduced by ditto machine, the first issues were published shortly after
the formation of the SCA during a dramatic transition in California archaeology, which President Mark
Hylkema has captured in his column for this issue (see
above). The Newsletter has since served as a humble
chronicle of the meetings, papers, field seasons, political developments, and passionate debates that substantially shape what archaeology means and does in
California today. Thus, a widely accessible Newsletter
archive will surely be of use to anyone reaching into
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the past to understand the present and future of the
SCA and California archaeology better.
We hope to complete this project by the end of
the year, but we need your help! We are looking for
the following issues to add to the archive:
Volume(s)
2
13
15
16
18–24
25
28

Issue(s)
1–3
All
All
All
All
1–3
1

Year(s)
1968
1979
1981
1982
1984–1990
1991
1994

We have found some of these issues in hardbound
volumes in research libraries, but it is difficult to
make clean scans of these because of the bindings. If
you have access to or know where we can find unbound original copies of past Newsletter issues, please
contact Denise Wills (office@scahome.org) and Peter
Von der Porten (newsletter@scahome.org).
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2015–2016 Committees and Liaisons
Committee Chairs

Liaisons

Advanced Annual Meeting Planning
Adie Whitaker
Adie@farwestern.com

Newsletter
Peter Von der Porten
newsletter@scahome.org

Annual Meeting Program
Scott Williams
sawilliams@usbr.gov

Nominations Committee
Patricia Mikkelsen
(530) 756-3941
pat@farwestern.com

Archaeology Month Representative
Annemarie Cox
annemarie.cox100@gmail.com

Lynn Gamble
gamble@anth.ucsb.edu

Bennyhoff Memorial Award
Terry Joslin
(805) 235-9747
tjoslin@ccarchaeology.com
California Archaeological Site
Stewardship Program
Beth and Chris Padon
(562) 595-3995
bpadon@discoveryworks.com
cpadon@discoveryworks.com
Climate Change
Mike Newland
Newland@sonoma.edu
Curation
Wendy Teeter
(310) 825-1864
wteeter@arts.ucla.edu
Cindy Stankowski
(760) 291-0370
cstankowski@sandiegoarchaeology.org

Proceedings
Don Laylander
dlaylander@cox.net
Professional Standards and Ethics
Trish Fernandez
tfernandez@incontext.co
Site Conservation
John W. Foster
parkarky@yahoo.com
Gregory White
gwhite@subterraconsulting.com
Student Affairs
Melanie Beasley
(916) 524-4258
melbeasley@yahoo.com
Volunteer Coordinator
Sherri Andrews
(949) 697-6667
sandrews@asmaffiliates.com

Grants and Fundraising
Kim Cuevas
2015fundraising@scahome.org

Website
Denise Wills
(530) 342-3537
office@scahome.org

Journal (California Archaeology)
Terry Jones
californiaarchaeology@calpoly.edu

Women in California Archaeology
Seetha Reddy
reddyanthropology@gmail.com

Native American Programs
Cassandra Hensher
Gregg Castro
napc@scahome.org

Open Committee Chair Positions
Annual Meeting Local Arrangements
Membership
Publicity
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American Cultural Resource
Association Liaison
Shelly Davis-King
(209) 928-3443
shellydk@frontiernet.net
California Council for the
Promotion of History Liaison
Shelly Davis-King
(209) 928-3443
shellydk@frontiernet.net
Information Center Liaison
Amy Huberland
ahuberland@csuchico.edu
Legislation Liaison
Samantha Schell
schellsamantha2012@gmail.com
California Office of Historic
Preservation Liaison
Susan Stratton
susankstratton@fs.fed.us
Society for Historical
Archaeology Liaison
Karen Swope
(505) 323-8300
kswope@sricrm.com
Society for American Archaeology
Liaison
Arleen Garcia-Herbst
(858) 333-7202
arleen@spindriftarchaeology.com
State Historical Resources
Commission Liaison
C. Kristina Roper
(559) 561-3816
kroper@wildblue.net
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SCA Business and Activities
Do Your Part: Run for Office
Denise Wills, Executive Director

W

ould you or someone you know

make a great President, Northern VicePresident, or Secretary? We are currently seeking
candidates for these Board positions. Contact Pat
Mikkelsen (pat@farwestern.com) or Lynn Gamble

(gamble@anth.ucsb.edu) for a candidate form if you
want to run, or to pass on names of those you think
should run. The Bylaws, which describe positions
and duties, can be accessed at the following URL:
http://scahome.org/about-sca/bylaws/.

October is California Archaeology Month
Annemarie Cox, Archaeology Month Coordinator

A

s I wait until the deadline set forth

by the SCA Newsletter editors, I feel at a loss
for words. Usually my fall article is an extended
lecture, albeit a gentle persuasion, on why you and
your agency, firm, company, society, college, club,
or center should participate in California Archeology
Month. In the position of SCA coordinator for the
month-long celebration, I am your cheerleader of
sorts. Go team, go!
Instead, I am faced with the news that more
than 16 wildland fires are currently burning in my beloved state. How can I request programs be created
and scheduled while resources are being used in other,
more pressing matters? With that said, I appreciate
any attempt in going forward with developing publicly
accessible, family-friendly events to celebrate
California Archaeology Month.
I invite all readers of this article to “like”
and/or share the SCA Facebook page (https://
www.facebook.com/pages/Society-for-CaliforniaArchaeology/79463167761). In late July, I began
posting beautiful images of California along with
short messages on various topics. You might ask,
where did I obtain those photos? Like many of you,
I enjoy Instagram. In recent months, I have been following two photographers. Their posts are informative, educational, sensitive, and sometimes cautionSCA Newsletter 49(3) – September 2015

Fog layer over the Santa Monica Mountains. Photo by
Austin Ringelstein (@freestyleaustin).

Cool, California. Photo by Janelle Cox (@COLOReats).

ary. When approached, they graciously allowed me
to use their work. Thank you @COLOReats and
@freestyleaustin.
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SCA Business and Activities, cont.

2015 SCA Archaeology Month Mini-Grants
Denise Wills, Executive Director

T

he

Society

for

California

Archaeology is committed to bringing the
findings of archaeological research to a broad
audience. This year, we are providing funds to help
support public outreach efforts for Archaeology
Month. Teachers, students, archaeologists, tribal
groups, avocationalists, historians, and others who
are promoting archaeology to the general public in
a responsible manner are invited to apply for small
support grants from the SCA. Costs supported include
printing, supplies, web design, or mileage. Overhead,
wages, and fringe benefits are not covered. Grants for
projects that reach a wide audience or underserved
communities are particularly encouraged. The SCA
has a total of $5,000 to administer; small grants are
welcome, and multiple grants may be awarded. The
deadline for applications is September 1, 2015. All
applications will be evaluated and awarded in early
September.
Complete the online application at the following
URL: http://scahome.org/?p=6465.
Learn what you can do to promote archaeology:
http://scahome.org/archaeology-month/.
Questions? Contact the Business Office at
office@scahome.org.

California Archaeology Month posters are now
available for order online: http://scahome.org/
archaeology-month/order-archaeology-month-posters/

2016 Annual Meeting Update and Call for Papers
Denise Wills, Executive Director

T

he SCA seeks submissions of symposia,

forums, workshops, contributed papers, or
posters for the 2015 Annual Meeting. Guidelines for
submissions can be found in the Meetings section
of the SCA website at http://scahome.org/2016submission-guidelines/. The submission system
will open in early October, and the deadline for
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submissions is Thursday, November 12, 2015.
General sessions will be limited to a 15-minute
time slot, while organized sessions will be allotted 15
to 20 minutes at the discretion of the session organizer. All sessions will require a minimum of four and a
maximum of 14 presenters but should fit comfortably
within blocks of time commensurate with symposia.
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SCA Business and Activities, cont.
To reserve a room online, go to http://doubletree.
Forums and workshops allow for more flexible forhilton.com/en/dt/groups/personalized/O/ONTO-DTmats but should fit within a normal symposium time
ACH-20160308/index.jhtml?WT.mc_id=POG and use
block. As a reminder, authors are limited to one subthe group code ACH.
mission as a primary author of a paper; the number
of submissions as a secondary author of paper is not
2016 Plenary Session
restricted.
Professionals and students contributing to the
The Plenary Session is tentatively planned for
program must be SCA members in good standing.
Friday morning, March 11. We are busy working on
Membership for 2016
some great and interwill be verified in
esting kickoff presenJanuary prior to inclutations with an undersion of any participant
lying tempo of this
in the program. If you
year’s theme, “Good
have questions about,
Vibrations.”
Rather
or anticipate special
than a retrospect of
needs for, a sympothe last 50 years, presium, forum, or worksenters will weave
shop you intend to prointo their presentation
pose, please contact
the major connections
Program Chair Scott
that set or changed the
Williams via email at
underlying tone for
Historic
aircraft
in
flight
at
the
2015
Planes
of
Fame
Airshow.
2016ProgramChair@
the topic of their prePhoto by Tom Walker (public domain/Flickr).
scahome.org.
sentations. This year
Please feel free to discuss your ideas with us at
we will honor some of the 2015 award winners at the
the Northern and Southern Data Sharing meetings.
Plenary, rather than all at the Banquet.

2016 Annual Meeting Venue and Events

Reception/Silent Auction

The 2016 conference location is the DoubleTree
Ontario Airport; room rates are very competitive for
the Ontario area and space is limited, so book your
room early to stay close to all the action! The deadline
for registration at the group rate is Monday, February
15, 2016. Registration packets will be sent out and the
online registration webpage will go live in October
2015.

The 2016 Silent Auction and Wine/Beer Tasting
Event will be held on Friday, March 11, at the Planes
of Fame Air Museum. Wander amongst a great collection of flying and static aircraft while enjoying
friends, your favorite beverages, and a catered dinner.
Students and others are encouraged to participate as conference volunteers for a variety of positions
(e.g., registration, room monitoring, and audiovisual
assistance). Watch for Newsflashes and the SCA webpage for new information from us about volunteer
sign-ups, silent auction donations, and sponsorships.

$119 single or double room:
DoubleTree Ontario Airport
2222 North Vineyard Way
Ontario, California, 91764
(909) 937-0900
SCA Newsletter 49(3) – September 2015
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SCA Business and Activities, cont.

California Archaeological Site Stewardship Program Activities
Beth and Chris Padon

W

pleased to share a few comments and photos from
some of them.
Vehicle Recreation (OHMVR) Division of
Nancy August, Jane O’Donnell, and Peter Van
California State Parks! In July 2015, the California
der Naillen are site stewards for Point Reyes National
Archaeological Site Stewardship Program (CASSP)
Seashore. Nancy and Jane visit their sites together and
again received a grant from OHMVR. We greatly
they recently helped UC Berkeley students conduct
appreciate their continued support for this program.
field testing at one of their sites. Nancy wrote, “Kent
The OHMVR grant is the primary source of funding
Lightfoot and his wife Roberta Jewett were supervisfor CASSP, which covers six volunteer training
ing a group of mostly
workshops.
These
undergraduate volunworkshops help train
teers. They set up two
volunteers to assist
north-south transects
agency archaeologists
and one east-west tranin the protection of
sect across the area
cultural resources on
and did surface sampublic lands.
pling every five meters
We also thank
(see pink flags)… The
Susan
Stratton,
photographs show Dr.
Region 5 of the U.S.
Lightfoot with his crew
Forest Service, for
in the background… a
submitting this grant
graduate student getand handling the pating ready to extract a
perwork. And we
Archaeology students from UC Berkeley inspect items found
core sample, and stuthank Denise Wills of in a surface test unit at Point Reyes. Photo by Nancy August.
dents screening at one
the SCA (the legal enof the flags.” (Nancy also was concerned about geotity for CASSP) for working with Susan to prepare the
location data that showed on her phone so she turned
agreement needed to administer this grant. CASSP
off this feature before sending the photos.)
would not exist without the support of the OHMVR,
In June, Peter wrote, “I continue as a site stewthe U.S. Forest Service, and the Bureau of Land
ard at Point Reyes and assist Paul Engel in survey for
Management (BLM), and without the participation of
new sites, relocation of old ones, and recording. The
additional personnel from the National Park Service,
public is kind to our resources, the cattle not so much.
California State Parks, and the SCA. Thanks to everyNewly retired Mark Rudo goes out with us as well. I
one who has been involved in this program over the
attach a photo of a point that I came across this very
past 16 years.
week at a new site where we are still in the process
In the past few months, several site stewards
of determining boundaries. It’s such a charge to come
have sent us progress reports and photographs of their
across a surface find like that. So thanks to you and
experiences in protecting archaeological sites. Many
CASSP for providing me with the opportunity to convolunteers are working on public lands, and we are
e thank the Off-Highway Motor

SCA Newsletter 49(3) – September 2015
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SCA Business and Activities, cont.
tribute to the NPS and the public in this way. It’s been
a dozen years now.”
This June, Pat O’Donnell shared his experiences
as a site steward at Tomo-Kahni State Historic Park.
Together, he and Robert Hoffman keep track of this
important site.
He and Bob took photographs at Tomo-Kahni
“during a brief gate check and… we couldn’t help but
take a short walk up to Nettle Springs. The nettles are
in great abundance and we were also surprised to see
some elderberry growing in the park just below Nettle
Springs once again. I photographed the new historic
marker for the folks that can’t make it up there, although it’s within 40 yards of the front gate. The State
Parks folks did a great job of installing the Historic
State Park plaque, No. 1054.”
CASSP has been busy this summer, conducting
six workshops in 10 weeks. Thanks to San Manuel
Band of Mission Indians, BLM Barstow Field Office,
BLM Palm Springs Field Office, Sequoia National
Forest Western Divide Ranger District, BLM Hollister
Field Office, BLM Bishop Field Office, Eldorado
National Forest Amador Ranger District, Maturango
Museum, and Sequoia National Forest, Kern River
Ranger District for your support for these June, July,
and August workshops!
A special big thanks to agency archaeologists
Jim Shearer, George Kline, Linn Gassaway, Alex
Verdugo, Erik Zaborsky, Greg Haverstock, Ashley
Blythe, William Kerwin, Jacqui Beidl, Miranda
Gavalis, and Tim Kelly, who hosted these CASSP
workshops, and to Ann Brierty and Sandy Rogers,
who helped organize workshops at their facilities. We
could not have achieved this tight schedule without
their assistance and great cooperation. If any agency
archaeologist is interested in hosting a volunteer training workshop at your U.S. Forest Service or BLM
office, please consider contacting us. We will begin
scheduling workshops when the administrative agreements are in place.

SCA Newsletter 49(3) – September 2015

A new plaque shows the Registered Historical
Landmark designation (No. 1054) of Tomo-Kahni
State Historic Park. Photo by Pat O’Donnell.

An artifact discovered during a field survey at Point
Reyes National Seashore. Photo by Peter Van der Naillen.

We are looking forward to seeing many people
at the SCA Data Sharing Meetings this fall, where we
will talk about CASSP and about the many site stewards who are protecting sites and educating the public about archaeology. If you are interested in CASSP,
please visit http://www.cassp.org/ for more information.
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Northern Data Sharing Meeting at Little Basin, November 6–8, 2015
Michelle Cross, Northern Vice President

T

he time is fast approaching for the

Northern Data Sharing meeting. This year
we will be hosting a three-day event at Little Basin
Campground located at 21700 Little Basin Road,
Boulder Creek (see map for driving directions/recommended route). There is free group camping for up
to 200 SCA members and their families/friends (no
reservations necessary, just show up), provided by
the SCA and State Parks at the Deer Meadow Group
Campground (see Little Basin Campsite Map). Be sure
to bring your own tent, camping supplies, and food/
snacks. There are also a limited numbers of cabins,
individual camp sites, and RV hook-ups available by
reservation. Please see the Reserve America website
at: http://www.reserveamerica.com/camping/little-basin-state-park/r/campgroundDetails.do?contractCode
=CA&parkId=123507.
The Little Basin Campground includes something for everyone, although please leave your pets at
home. NO dogs allowed! NO smoking is allowed on
the campground premises, either. Our group will have
free use of the kitchen (indoor and outdoor facility),
picnic area, group campfire pit, sports field, sand volleyball court, basketball courts, playground, amphitheater, and numerous hiking trails into Big Basin, etc.
There will be time Friday and Sunday for independent
trips to nearby Santa Cruz or Año Nuevo State Park.
We will provide a list of nearby activities upon arrival. Our group has received an alcohol waiver from
State Parks for use during our stay. Please remember
to drink responsibly. The campground quiet hours are
from 9:00 pm to 8:00 am. The campground provides
restrooms with hot showers and water for drinking/
cooking. Be prepared for inclement weather—rain
jackets, rain flaps for tents, etc.
A tentative schedule (subject to change) for the
weekend’s activities is as follows:
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Friday, November 6
Arrive after 3 pm to Little Basin. Park at Parking
Terraces (see Campsite Map) and check-in at SCA table at Camp Office. Set up at Deer Meadow Group
Campground. For dinner, you can use the indoor and
outdoor (BBQ pits) kitchen facilities. Please bring your
own charcoal/wood for BBQ and group campfire.

Saturday, November 7
Data Sharing Presentations from 9:00 am to
4:00 pm (tentatively) at the Recreation/Conference
Center (see Campsite Map). Day-use and overnight
users please park at Parking Terraces (see Campsite
Map). Potluck Dinner/Celebration starts at 5:30 pm at
the Picnic Area. Please bring one side dish to share
with the group. The SCA will host/provide charcoal,
wood for the group campfire pit, sausages/hotdogs
and buns, fixings, and of course beer (please be green
and bring your own cup, plate, and utensils)! Bring
your guitars, harmonicas, bongo drums, and tambourines for an impromptu jam session fireside later in
the evening.

Sunday, November 8
Checkout time is 11 am. State Parks may host a
field trip to Big Basin State Park on Sunday (to be determined); details to follow. Prior to departure, make
sure your campfire is completely out and your campsite is free of trash and other items.

Need-to-Know Information for Little Basin
• In case of emergency, come to the Camp Office and
dial 911.
• There is no cellular phone reception in Little Basin.
The pay phone is located outside the Camp Office,
along with a list of emergency contact numbers.
• Little Basin is a smoking- and pet-free site.
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• Quiet hours are from 9:00 pm to 8:00 am.
• Speed limit is 5 mph throughout the campground.
• Secure food at all times so animals cannot get to it.
• Make sure your campsite is “Crumb Clean” to
protect the endangered Marbled Murrelet.
• No wood gathering is allowed. Firewood is
available at the Camp Office (for sale), although we
suggest you bring your own.

Discussions on research topics related to
Northern California are still welcome. Please forward all titles/topics and any questions to Northern
Vice President Michelle Cross (michelle.cross@
stantec.com or by phone at 916-384-0773). Presentation
spots are filling up quickly, so please contact Michelle
with your interest in presenting a paper as soon as
possible.

• Checkout time is 11:00 am.

NSD Map
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Southern Data Sharing Meeting at Fort Tejon State Historic Park,
October 23–25, 2015
Barbara Tejada, Southern Vice President

T

he SCA and California State Parks

are proud to collaborate on the 2015 Southern
Data Sharing meeting at Fort Tejon State Historic
Park. Located off Interstate 5 in Grapevine Canyon
(i.e., “the Grapevine”) linking southern California
with the Central Valley, Fort Tejon interprets military
life on the frontier in the 1850s and 1860s (http://
www.parks.ca.gov/?page_id=585) with a number of
restored buildings and features.
Participants are welcome to arrive Friday afternoon, October 23, for free group camping. Please
note: camping conditions are primitive with restrooms
but no showers and no hook-ups. For those who prefer
a hotel, the nearby town of Lebec offers a Holiday Inn
Express and Motel 6.
Presentations will begin on Saturday morning,
October 24, at 9:00 am at the Barracks building at Fort
Tejon. We plan to have welcome messages from members of the Tejon Tribe and State Parks staff, with coffee and pastries in the morning and a build-your-ownsandwich selection for lunch. We are still looking for
people to present 15- to 20-minute research papers.
Remember, the Data Sharing Meeting is a good opportunity to present current research in an informal,
friendly setting. Following the presentations, park
staff and volunteers will provide a tour of the park and

Fort Tejon State Historic Park. Photo by Barbara Tejada.

assist with an old-fashioned fort-style camp dinner for
those camping on Saturday night.
On Sunday morning, October 25, there will be
two field trip opportunities to nearby points of interest. The first is a tour to the Pleito Creek site, an amazing Emigdiano Chumash rock art site on Wind Wolves
Preserve. The second is a tour of the Old Ridge Route
through Angeles National Forest. Both field trips require high-clearance vehicles, and four-wheel drive
may be required depending on conditions.
If you are interested in confirming camping,
presenting a paper, attending a field trip, or all of
the above, please contact Barbara Tejada, Southern
Vice President, at barbara.tejada@parks.ca.gov. See
the SCA website and Facebook page for updated
details.

Professional Standards and Ethics Committee Report
Trish Fernandez, Professional Standards and Ethics Committee Chair

G

reetings! In June 2015, the SCA Board

approved the following mission statement for
the SCA Professional Standards and Ethics (PSE)
Committee. This mission statement distinguishes between ethical guidelines, which apply to all
members, and professional standards, which apply to
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those members who are paid to provide archaeological
services:
“The mission of the SCA PSE Committee is to
provide ethical guidelines for all SCA members and to
provide standards and guidelines regarding the professional conduct of archaeologists practicing in the state
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of California. These standards and guidelines should
assist both the practicing archaeologist and the individuals and entities that rely on their services to determine if the archaeologist is conducting themselves in
an ethical manner.”
Also in June 2015, the SCA Board approved the
following Plan of Action for the SCA PSE Committee:
1. Submit Professional Qualification Standards
(PQS) for Crew Member, Crew Leader, and Field
Director, which will comport with the established
PQS for Principal Investigator adopted by the
SCA Board in March 2013 (http://scahome.org/
about-sca/society-for-california-archaeologyprofessional-qualifications-for-principalinvestigator/).
2. Submit proposed revisions to Code of Ethical
Guidelines (http://scahome.org/about-sca/
bylaws/#16).
3. Initiate Member Assistance Series to include:
a. Resume tips;
b. Writing tips;
c. Regulatory guidance;
d. Student-only conference paper session/
workshop; and
e. Mentor program.
4. Initiate agency assistance series to include:

a. Archaeological monitoring as mitigation;
b. General plan historic preservation element
template; and
c. Webinars on other topics to be determined.
5. Explore viability of creating an SCA-sponsored
cultural resources management certificate
program.
Earlier this year (February 2015), the PSE
Committee also submitted the SCA Board–approved
comments on the existing CEQA Guidelines to the
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research to consider in their overall review of the guidelines. If you
would like a copy of these comments, please contact
me (tfernandez@incontext.co, 530-409-8612).
We expect to have the PQS series ready for
Board review in the next few months. After these are
completed and adopted by the Board, we will move
on to tackling a review and revision of the Code of
Ethical Guidelines.
The PSE Committee appreciates your support
and welcomes input from the members. If you have
any questions or concerns, or are interested in serving,
please don’t hesitate to contact me. The Committee is
here at the behest of the Board to serve you, the members.

Local Society Spotlight
Barbara Tejada

I

n addition to the SCA, there are many

local and regional archaeological societies that
provide outreach, research, funding, and other good
deeds that help benefit California archaeology. The
membership ranks of these societies include passionate avocationalists, cultural resources management
professionals, academics, and students. A new column
in the SCA Newsletter is proposed as an opportunity to
present to our statewide members a snapshot of each
of the regional archaeological societies in our state.
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When was your society founded? Do you have
an annual event that deserves recognition? Do you
provide scholarships or funding for research? Do you
conduct research or collection curation? Do you provide archaeology programs to local schools? We’d
like to hear from you! Please contact Barbara Tejada
(barbara.tejada@parks.ca.gov) to arrange for your
Society Spotlight!
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Society for Historical Archaeology Liaison Report
Karen K. Swope, SHA Liaison

C

alifornia archaeologists will find

much of interest in Historical Archaeology
Volume 49(1). Barbara L. Voss, Stanford University,
was the guest editor for this thematic issue, titled “The
Archaeology of Chinese Railroad Workers in North
America.” In addition to contributions by California
researchers and information about California sites, the
issue contains important contextual and comparative
data. The preface, introduction, and commentaries on
the volume can be downloaded free of charge for a
limited time from the Chinese Railroad Workers in

North America Project website at: http://web.stanford.
edu/group/chineserailroad/cgi-bin/wordpress/
historical-archaeology-journal-issue/.
Also, mark your calendar for future SHA meeting dates and locations:
• January 6–9, 2016 – Washington, D.C.
• January 4–8, 2017 – Fort Worth, Texas
• January 3–7, 2018 – New Orleans, Louisiana
• January 9–12, 2019 – St. Charles, Missouri
• January 8–11, 2020 – Boston, Massachusetts

Left: Chinese brass wen of the Qian Long reign
(1736–1795) from the Board of Revenue Mint in
Beijing. Right: Vietnamese zinc dong of seven phan
from the Minh Mang reign (1820–1840). Image courtesy Marjorie Akin.

Legislative Update: Changes to CEQA and NHPA
Samantha Schell, Legislation Liaison

A

ssembly Bill (AB) 52 was signed into

law by Governor Brown on September 25,
2014. It amended the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) to mandate that lead agencies
consult with California Native American Tribes (government-to-government) during the CEQA process.
AB 52 does not limit consultation to only federally
recognized tribes, being inclusive to all California
Native American Tribes. The tribes that want to participate in the consultation process must self-identify
in writing for consultation with the agencies. The list
of lead agencies will be created and maintained by the
Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC).
AB 52 established a new category of cultural resources under CEQA called Tribal Cultural Resources
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(TCR). TCRs will be separated from paleontological
and cultural resources. A significant effect on a TCR
is considered a significant impact on the environment
under CEQA.
The State Office of Planning and Research
(OPR), responsible for the administration of CEQA, is
not obligated to hold public hearings on the implementation of AB 52, so no hearings are currently planned.
The OPR will be drafting guidelines for revision of
CEQA Appendix G, Initial Study Checklist. Those
guidelines will go through the Natural Resources
Agency for approval and adoption. The revision must
be drafted and adopted by the Agency by July 1, 2016.
OPR has written a draft Technical Advisory
(http://www.opr.ca.gov/docs/DRAFT_AB_52_
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Technical_Advisory.pdf) which is on their website,
http://www.opr.ca.gov/. Written public input will
be accepted. Also available on the OPR website is
a written demonstration describing the effects and
changes AB 52 has on CEQA. For updates on these
topics, visit the OPR website (http://www.opr.ca.gov/
s_ceqaguidelines.php). At the bottom of the page,
there is a link to a listserv that will publish notifications and requests for submissions for OPR’s consideration as they determine implementation of AB 52.
This is the best way to get current updates from OPR
and to have the opportunity to join the conversation
as OPR determines guidelines and implementation of
AB 52.
The NAHC has been holding statewide hearings on the implications and implementation of AB
52 since January. You can go to the NAHC website
(http://nahc.ca.gov/) for a schedule. Participation is
encouraged. Please consider attending a hearing when
one is convened in your area.
The NAHC has developed a list of public agencies for all counties on their website (http://nahc.
ca.gov/codes/) in advance of their July 1, 2016, deadline. Tribes must request in writing that they want to
participate in the government-to-government consultation with agencies. The NAHC will assist agencies
in identifying which tribes want to participate in consultation. The NAHC also has a demonstration available at the same link that provides an explanation for
the background and changes to CEQA by AB 52. That
demonstration provides guidance for the steps tribes
must take to participate, in addition to a sample letter
from the tribe to the agency.

Possible Changes to the National Historic
Preservation Act
As reported in the previous issue of the SCA
Newsletter, the 2016 National Defense Authorization
Act (NDAA) contains an amendment to the National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) that would allow federal agencies to remove or block a federally
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owned property from listing on the National Register
of Historic Places or from designation as a National
Historic Landmark for reasons of national security.
This mimics an effort that was attempted and rejected
in 2015.
The Senate version of the NDAA does not contain the NHPA amendment that is in the House bill.
The two chambers are expected to negotiate a final
version in September. Congress will begin a new session on September 8, 2015, and hearings will begin
after that date. The schedule has not been determined
as of this writing.
The Society for American Archaeology (SAA),
American Cultural Resources Association, National
Trust for Historic Places, National Conference of
State Historic Preservation Officers, and the Society
for Historical Archaeology have all signed a letter to
Senators John McCain and Jack Reed on the Senate
Armed Services Committee expressing their unity
in opposing this amendment. The letter can be found
at this link: http://www.saa.org/AbouttheSociety/
GovernmentAffairs/tabid/115/Default.aspx.
If you wish you write members of the House
Armed Services Committee to oppose inclusion of
this amendment in the NDAA, please do so:
House Armed Services Committee
2216 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
The SAA letter is a good guideline for language to
include in your letter. The Committee Chairman is
Mac Thornberry (R-TX), and the Ranking Member is
Adam Smith (D-WA). The California House members
in the majority on the committee are: Duncan Hunter,
Paul Cook, and Steve Knight; the California members
in the minority are: Loretta Sanchez, Susan Davis,
John Garamendi, Jackie Speier, Scott Peters, and Pete
Aguilar.
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Summer Board Meeting Minutes, Cohasset, California, June 13–14, 2015
Amy Gusick, Secretary
Attendees:
Mark Hylkema, President
Jelmer Eerkens, President-Elect
Jennifer Darcangelo, Immediate Past-President
Michelle Cross, Northern California Vice President
Barbara Tejada, Southern California Vice President
Maggie Trumbly, Treasurer
Amy Gusick, Secretary
Denise Wills, Executive Director
Visitors:
Rick Fitzgerald, Adie Whitaker, and Trish Fernandez

Business Office
Charles Rozaire is interested in supporting the
SCA through a monetary donation intended to support
students and their fieldwork. The SCA is changing the
way that the accounting is conducted to provide more
transparency. Planning for the 2016 Annual Meeting
in Ontario is under way. We still need to identify a local arrangements chair, and we are working on identifying an interesting banquet speaker. Planning for the
2016 Archaeology Month poster is in full swing.

Update on Northern and Southern Data
Sharing Meetings
The Southern Data Sharing Meeting will be held
October 23–25 at Fort Tejon State Historic Park. The
park has a barracks building that we can use for the
meeting, and we will have the park to ourselves in the
evening. There is a large group campground and oldfashioned kitchen stuff for cooking out. Possible field
trips include ridge route, the pre-Highway 5 road, and
rock art sites.
The Northern Data Sharing Meeting will be held
November 6–8 at Little Basin State Park. There is no
need to reserve camp spots ahead of time and there is
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a kitchen that folks can use. The SCA can provide a
small breakfast and a lunch; dinner will be potluck.

Treasurer’s Report and Budget Discussion
Maggie is making the budget more transparent and readable. The SCA made $32,000 last year.
Maggie has created graphs showing income in and
out, which is very helpful for budgeting purposes. The
Board will likely pay someone to do a self-audit.

Making Archaeology Public Project
The Making Archaeology Public Project
(MAPP) Committee has partnered with the Visual
Anthropology Department at California State
University, Chico, to produce a video. Donations
should be sent to SCA and indicate that they are for
MAPP. The goal is to raise $50,000. The idea is that
there will be two videos produced: one that runs on
the website and another longer one that will be sent
out to PBS to run in California.

Condition of Committees and Liaisons
Mark checked in with the various committee
chairs. Many of them were surprised to get a call
from the Board. One of the suggestions was to form
a young professionals committee and possibly try to
give membership grants to folks who are not students,
but are still early in their careers. We want to make
sure people remember to keep the nominations for
the awards coming into the Board. Also, anyone who
wants can run for the Board again. Then SCA will
start to reach out to local archaeological societies to
get them involved in SCA. This will be a role of the
Southern Vice President.

Results of the Membership Survey
Most people that responded were middle-aged
and white, and the ratio of women to men was about
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even. Respondents think that the SCA is doing a good
job on most issues. One of the criticisms is that members wanted the SCA to voice what the Society’s goals
are for the next year. Some people asked what they
could do in the Society. We need to be more specific
about what volunteers can do and ask for help with
specific projects/initiatives. There were some criticisms about the 2015 plenary, but the Board thinks
that it went very well.

Feather River West Levee Project Update
Mark reached out to Native Americans on the
project to bridge a gap, as there are a number of levee projects coming up. Once the negotiations got
to a point where people were comfortable, the SCA
stepped out of the negotiation process. Mark wrote to
United Auburn Indian Community saying that we are
happy to withdraw and that we would still like to see
the outcome.

Committee for Advance Annual Meeting Planning
The planning committee is looking at venues for
the 2018 Annual Meeting. They looked at Long Beach
and Pasadena. We need to figure out how to choose
places in the future. Do we need to restructure how
we conduct the meeting, pre-select a meeting location
within our price range, or refigure our price range?
Costs are going up; the $100–110 hotel rooms are a
thing of the past.

Professional Standards and Ethics Committee
The Professional Standards and Ethics
Committee (PSE) is developing professional guidelines. Guidelines for principal investigator are done,
and now Trish Fernandez is working on field director, crew leader, and crew member. PSE is writing the
standards as guidance for agencies, not for regulations. The SCA should provide webinars and presentations to businesses and agencies on CEQA, Section
106, etc. We need to get agencies to recognize our
guidelines so they know that they can come to us and
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our membership for assistance. PSE suggested putting
together a CRM certificate program via a nonprofit
sub-entity of SCA. PSE also suggested providing a
program for understanding what should be taught in a
field school and developing a system where individuals can get skills signed off on by a professional.

Strategic Plan Update
The Board has been focusing on doing more
outreach on social media. We do need to be aware of
professional opinion versus personal opinion, though.
The Board is considering adding a publicity chair or
making publicity a role of the membership committee. To encourage people to take on chair roles, we
will have an announcement on the Facebook page that
shows committee openings, explains the position, etc.
We would like to improve fundraising and will
start to send out letters at the end of year that include
accomplishments of the SCA and encourage people
to donate. We can also consider selling merchandise,
hoodies, t-shirts, etc.
Along with participation in Native American
events, we need to participate with historical society
events and environmental planner events. The Board
is looking into getting a table at the Association of
Environmental Professionals conference.
We need to talk to the State Historic Preservation
Officer about the SCA receiving funds as a form of alternative mitigation. We can use the money for webinars for education, continuing education, field school
scholarships, etc.
Committee chairs have to show up at the annual
business meeting. We need to provide direction to the
chairs and will have someone that reaches out to the
membership on a more regular basis.

Budget
Maggie Trumbly went over the budget with the
Board. All categories were fine. One question was
whether we should increase the Archaeology Month
grant, as this fits in with our public outreach goal.
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Archaeological Resources Committee of the State Historical Resources
Commission Update, or “Whatever happened with those White Papers?”
Anmarie Medin

S

CA members may recall that back in

2010 the State Historical Resources Commission
(SHRC) formally adopted the Archaeological White
Papers. Since that time, the Archaeological Resources
Committee (ARC) has continued its efforts to improve
the caliber of archaeology conducted in California.
One of the fruits of our labor has been the drafting
of the Professional Qualifications for Principal
Investigators, which the SCA adopted in 2013. Since
then, the focus of our efforts has shifted from broadbased input from a variety of stakeholders to implementing the goals identified in the White Papers.
During this time of transition, a few questions have
popped up that I would like to address here.

What is the difference between the ARC and
the SCA Professional Standards and Ethics
(PSE) Committee?
The ARC is an “arm” of the SHRC. The SHRC
is a body of gubernatorial appointees whose roles and
responsibilities are defined in state law at California
Public Resources Code (PRC) Section 5020. The ARC
consists of two commissioners (prehistoric archaeology chair and historical archaeology chair) who are
assisted by a working group. As a committee of the
SHRC, the ARC must follow all state open meeting
requirements and, most important, not exceed the
SHRC’s authority in PRC 5020. Check out the Office
of Historic Preservation (OHP) website for more about
the ARC: http://ohp.parks.ca.gov/?page_id=24556. In
comparison, the SCA PSE is a committee appointed
by the SCA Board. It is not bound by open meeting requirements or legal limitations, but rather must work
on issues as directed by the SCA Board.
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Whatever happened to those goals in the five
White Papers?
The good news is that many of the goals in the
“Interpretation” White Paper have been taken on by
the SCA and are managed through public information
portions of the SCA website. “Site Protection” and
“Conservation” have been on hiatus while “Curation”
has made some progress on the goals. The ARC has
been most active on the “Standards and Guidelines”
White Paper.

What’s next for the ARC?
The ARC is currently working on updating archaeological documentation guidelines to help local
governments meet their regulatory compliance responsibilities. These guidelines would be voluntary,
but would help local governments better understand
consultant-prepared deliverables and be responsive
to concerns expressed by Native American tribes and
other groups.
We encourage involvement so the products
are well thought through and useful for the State of
California. Please visit the “Commission” section of
the OHP website to find the White Papers, additional
information, and meeting announcements.
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Archaeology for Kids Program Launches in San Diego
Rachel Evans, NWB Environmental Services, LLC

T

he San Diego Archaeological Center,

in partnership with NWB Environmental
Services, LLC, and Euclid Elementary School,
launched “Archaeology for Kids” in July, a STEAM
(science, technology, engineering, arts, and math)
program designed for second- through fifth-grade
students. Archaeology for Kids, a three-month-long
program in line with the Next Generation Science
Standards, emphasizes asking questions, planning,
and carrying out an investigation, in addition to
analyzing and interpreting data. The pilot program,
funded through a $7,000 combined donation from
NWB Environmental Services, LLC, and Euclid
Elementary School, begins at Euclid Elementary
School in City Heights in October, and will serve 450
students.

San Diego Archaeological Center launches
“Archaeology for Kids” in City Heights. Photo by
Cara Ratner.
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“The San Diego Archaeological Center is extremely excited about our collaboration with NWB
Environmental Services, LLC, and Euclid Elementary
School to launch our exciting new STEAM program,
‘Archaeology for Kids,’ in City Heights,” says Cara
Ratner, Education Program Director of the San Diego
Archaeological Center. “This program will use archaeology as a tool to engage students in scientific
inquiry with hands-on learning. We’re eager to watch
students improve their scientific reasoning over the
course of this three-month long program.”
Michael
Taylor,
President
of
NWB
Environmental Services, LLC is proud to foster an
interest in archaeology among San Diego’s youth.
“Archaeology is one of many exciting scientific disciplines, and underserved youth, who—because of their
socioeconomic circumstances—might not otherwise
be exposed to the archaeological field, are now going
to learn about the components of this rewarding and
engaging career path,” Taylor says. “What motivates
me to support this program? Though I’m a professional archaeologist now, I grew up as an underserved
youth, never exposed to archaeology until college. We
hope to change that pattern with the San Diego kids
living south of the 8 freeway.”
Euclid Elementary School is a Title I School in
City Heights consisting of economically challenged
students from diverse ethnic backgrounds; many
are new immigrants to the United States. “We are a
community of learners that thrive on learning by doing,” Principal Ana Luisa Biffle says. “Our district’s
Full Option Science System adoption is already realworld and hands-on. Adding this experience with
the San Diego Archaeological Center and NWB
Environmental Services, LLC, complements our instruction and augments our students’ experiences.”
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How Obama’s FY16 Budget Request Affects History Programs
Shelly Davis-King

T

he National Coalition for History

has summarized the impact of President
Obama’s 2016 fiscal year budget request on federal
agency programs affecting history, archives, and

education, noting that the proposal contains few
budget cuts and some increases. For more information, visit http://historycoalition.org/2015/07/28/2015federal-funding/.

First Bay Area Cultural Landscapes Research Group Symposium a Success
Mark Hylkema

T

he Bay Area Cultural Landscapes

Research Group (BACLRG) held its first Data
Sharing gathering on June 19, and it was a great
success. My co-chair, Mike Wilcox of Stanford
University, hosted the event at the Department of
Anthropology, and provided lots of food and beverage
for the visitors and presenters. After introductions by
Mike, several informal presentations began, principally focused on updates from members highlighting
their projects:
• Patricia Paramoure presented on the continued test
excavations at the Henry Cowell Limekilns on the
UC Santa Cruz campus.
• Students from Foothill College did a team presentation on the enhanced survey they performed at the
Long Ridge Open Space Preserve, Midpeninsula
Regional Open Space District.
• Gustavo Flores of Evergreen College spoke about

•
•

•

•

Native American resistance among the Bay Area
missions.
Mark Hylkema of Foothill College discussed the
San Francisco Bay Area mounded sites.
Marco Meniketti from San Jose State University
briefed us on his field school efforts at the historic
mill site in the Forest of Nisene Marks State Park.
Andrew Kindon of West Valley College talked
about his past work at Samuel Adams Limekilns at
Wilder Ranch State Park.
Joanne Mack described how she is involved in researching the historic salt marshes along a portion
of the southeast San Francisco Bay.

The audience was pleased, and we will continue
to host similar events among the several other colleges and universities involved in our BACLRG cabal. Anyone interested in joining should contact
mwilcox@stanford.edu.

Bureau of Land Management News
Tony Overly, Bureau of Land Management State Archaeologist

I

n

February,

the

Bureau

of

Land

Management (BLM) Needles Field Office hosted
the BLM National Operations Center Unmanned
Systems Team for four days collecting aerial and terrestrial imagery at predesignated locations within the
World War II–era Iron Mountain and Granite Desert
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Training Center (DTC) Camps. The georeferenced
orthoimagery data collected clearly depict all ground
features at a 1:18 scale, allowing for the most efficient
and accurate mapping of the DTC. Terrestrial photography also included collecting nearly 3,000 separate
photos of a Catholic altar, resulting in a scaled 3-D
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replica.
In March, BLM California organized two symposia and two poster sessions at the 49th Annual
Meeting of the Society for California Archaeology.
The BLM Surprise Field Station organized and chaired
a symposium on rock features, the BLM California
Desert District organized and chaired a symposium on
renewable energy and archaeological investigations in
southern California, the BLM Applegate Field Office
organized a poster session on heritage resources in the
northeastern California field offices, and the BLM
State Office organized a poster session on regional approaches to cultural resources management.
In April, BLM California organized and chaired
a symposium at the 80th Annual Meeting of the
Society for American Archaeology in San Francisco
titled “New Research and Emerging Scholars Working
on Public Lands Administered by the Bureau of Land
Management.” BLM California also hosted a booth
at the vending room discussing archaeological career
and research opportunities at the BLM.
In May, the BLM Needles Field Office received
the State Director Strategic Framework Award in
the Heritage category after being nominated by the
Native American Land Conservancy for providing
grants, materials, archaeological surveys, and labor
to construct barriers stopping off-highway vehicle
(OHV) use in and around the Old Woman Mountains
Preserve.
The BLM Eagle Lake Field Office hosted the
second annual Archaeology Volunteer Week in June.
A dozen volunteers were joined by seven BLM archaeologists from the Eagle Lake, Applegate, and
Carson City Field Offices as well as the Surprise Field
Station and worked to record Belfast, a well-known
site and part of the Willow Creek Petroglyph District.
More than 180 individual petroglyph panels were recorded, more than were previously known to exist,
as well as multiple instances of vandalism. The work
done at Belfast this summer will not only help in the
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study of the site, but also in long-term management
and protection.
In mid-June the BLM Ukiah Field Office and
Sherwood Valley Band of Pomo Indians put together
a Tribal Historic Preservation Officer (THPO) training. THPOs from various tribes throughout northern
California were trained on how to interpret California
DPR Series 523 site forms by completing a site record for a newly identified site. As part of the exercise, map reading, global positioning system (GPS),
and compass skills were taught. In addition, faculty
from Central Washington University taught a unit on
ground penetrating radar (GPR) that discussed GPR
data acquisition and interpretation.
In late July the BLM Ukiah Field Office and
environmental organization Tuleyome held a youth
program at the Bear Creek Ranch. Participants ranged
in age from 14 to 16 and were taught about human
habitation and lifeways in the North Coast Ranges
from Paleoindians to homesteaders as well as geology, paleontology, and ethnobotany. The program also
explored a historic-era homestead, which was used to
discuss site preservation, interpretation, and cultural
landscapes. Participants left with a better understanding of human time-depth in the North Coast Ranges.
On a late-July weekend, the BLM Bishop Field
Office hosted a site steward training workshop presented by the California Archaeological Site Stewardship
Program (CASSP). [Note: also see the article on
CASSP activites on page 11.] The workshop, which
enrolled 16 volunteers, provided a classroom day introducing local archaeology, cultural resources management issues, and the importance of maintaining
confidentiality of site location information. This was
followed up by a field trip the next day to look at local
archaeology illustrating the importance of completing
site monitoring forms. All site stewards signed confidentiality agreements and volunteer forms prior to the
field visit and, upon completing the course, are now
eligible to work with local field office archaeologists
to monitor one or more sites.
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Events Calendar
For an up-to-date list of events related to California archaeology hosted by the SCA and other groups, visit the
SCA’s online events calendar at http://scahome.org/calendar-of-events/.

October 2015
California Archaeology Month
Celebrate California Archaeology Month by attending an event put on by a local museum, university,
or heritage society. See Annemarie Cox’s article on
Archaeology Month on page 8. Annemarie also
maintains a list of upcoming events on the SCA website: http://scahome.org/calendar-of-events/.

Southern Data Sharing Meeting
October 23–25, 2015
The SCA and California State Parks are proud to collaborate on the 2015 Southern Data Sharing meeting at
Fort Tejon State Historic Park. Located off Interstate
5 in Grapevine Canyon (i.e., “the Grapevine”) linking southern California with the Central Valley, Fort
Tejon interprets military life on the frontier in the
1850s and 1860s (http://www.parks.ca.gov/?page_
id=585) with a number of restored buildings and features. Participants are welcome to arrive Friday afternoon, October 23, for free group camping. For more
information see page 15.

November 2015

is free group camping for up to 200 SCA members
and their families/friends (no reservations necessary,
just show up), provided by the SCA and State Parks
at the Deer Meadow Group Campground (see Little
Basin Campsite Map). Be sure to bring your own tent,
camping supplies, and food/snacks. There are also a
limited numbers of cabins, individual camp sites, and
RV hook-ups available by reservation. See page 13
for more information. Please see the Reserve America
website at http://www.reserveamerica.com/camping/
little-basin-state-park/r/campgroundDetails.do?contra
ctCode=CA&parkId=123507.

Deadline for 2016 Annual Meeting Session and
Paper Proposals
November 12, 2015
The SCA seeks submissions of symposia, forums, workshops, contributed papers, or posters for the 2015 Annual Meeting. Guidelines for
submissions can be found in the Meetings section
of the SCA website at http://scahome.org/2016submission-guidelines/. The submission system will
open in early October, and the deadline for submissions is Thursday, November 12, 2015. For more information, see the article on page 9.

March 2015

Northern Data Sharing Meeting
November 6–8, 2015

2016 SCA Annual Meeting

This year we will be hosting a three-day event at
Little Basin Campground located at 21700 Little
Basin Road, Boulder Creek (see map on page 14
for driving directions/recommended route). There

The 50th Annual Meeting will take place in March
2016 at the DoubleTree Airport Hotel in Ontario,
California. For more information, see the article on
page 9.
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